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Flexible VO2 Films for In-Sensor Computing with
Ultraviolet Light
Ge Li, Donggang Xie, Ziye Zhang, Qingli Zhou, Hai Zhong, Hao Ni, Jiaou Wang,
Er-jia Guo, Meng He, Can Wang, Guozhen Yang, Kuijuan Jin,* and Chen Ge*
technologies,[5] human–machine interfaces,[6,7] wearable electronic textiles,[8]
and flexible sensors used in the internetof-things
applications.[9,10]
Currently,
studies of flexible devices are dominated
by organic materials due to their benefits
in low-cost manufacturing, flexibility, and
biological compatibility. However, these
types of devices suffer from some shortcomings, such as dissolution in water or
organic solvents and difficulty in the largescale integration, which limit their further
development.[11–13] More importantly, the
organic materials’ inherent characteristics, including long molecular chains and
relatively weak covalent bonds, make them
susceptible to degradation, which restricts
their application in some extreme environments. For example, the high photon
energy of ultraviolet (UV) light can destroy
their molecular skeleton,[14] leading to
organic UV sensors suffering from nonreversibility, insensitivity, and small change
in current.[15–17] In specific environments,
the information detection and processing
of UV emissions are desirable.[18] As an alternative to organicmaterial-based devices, developing flexible inorganic devices is
considered a feasible solution due to their good electrical properties, power efficiency, and reliability.[11,19–21] Nonetheless, the
required high fabrication temperatures make them difficult
to grow on flexible substrates directly, leading to a series of

With their unique advantages in portability, shape adaptability, and human
friendly surfaces, flexible electronics pave the way for the implementation of
wearable electronic textiles and human–machine interfaces. Although organic
materials are promising for flexible devices because of the low-cost manufacturing and inherent flexibility, they meet challenges in harsh environments
such as ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, which limits their applicability in UV sensors. Here, a flexible UV neuromorphic sensor is presented using inorganic
vanadium dioxide (VO2) films grown on mica substrates. The flexible device
shows UV photoinduced nonvolatile phase transition, and can be reversibly
modulated using electrolyte gating. The optical responses remain almost
unchanged after 10 000 bending cycles or at small bending radius, exhibiting
high tolerance to the bending deformation. Besides, the variations in image
recognition accuracy under different bending conditions keep within 1.6%,
indicating that the device can be adapted to various deformation conditions.
By constructing near-/in-sensor computing architectures using the flexible
VO2 neuromorphic sensors with photoinduced nonvolatile phase transition, both static image processing and motion detection are realized without
redundant and massive information transfer. This result lays the foundation
for the development of flexible UV neuromorphic sensors.

1. Introduction
With their unique advantages including wearability, printability, foldability, and stretchability,[1–3] flexible electronics
have attracted great attention in the past few years. They have
broad application prospects in healthcare,[4] emerging display
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process-related issues. As a result, the implementation of flexible inorganic devices still faces significant challenges.[11]
Among various materials used for inorganic flexible devices,
the VO2/mica heterostructure offers several advantages. The
mica substrate has high temperature tolerance; so, the film can
be directly grown on it via van der Waals (vdW) epitaxy.[22] In
addition, its atomic-level peeling characteristic allows devices
to be converted from rigid to flexible through a reduction of
the substrate thickness to less than 100 nm using mechanical
exfoliation.[23,24] Hence, flexible devices using mica substrates
have good flexibility while avoiding a series of issues, like performance degradation due to difficulties in fabrication processing.[11] As an archetypal Mott material, vanadium dioxide
(VO2) has a first-order metal–insulator transition above room
temperature.[25–28] It has outstanding characteristics including
fast switching speeds, high reliability, excellent nonvolatility,
and scalability as good as other phase-change materials.[29,30]
Compared to other phase-change materials, VO2 has a variety
of existing phases,[31,32] whose formation energies are similar.
Thus, transformation between these existing phases can be
readily realized by external field excitations. Several works have
shown that high-quality VO2 films can be epitaxially grown on
the flexible mica substrates, and the change of resistance can
reach three orders of magnitude.[22,33,34] In addition, VO2 has
a photoinduced nonvolatile phase transition under UV irradiation,[35] and its optical response can reach to sub-picosecond
scale.[36–38] These characteristics make the VO2/mica heterostructure ideal for flexible devices aimed at UV information
sensing and processing. Therefore, a high-quality VO2/mica
heterostructure may provide new options for the construction of flexible optoelectronic sensors with good stability and
reliability.
With the rapid development of flexible optoelectronics in
recent years, requirements have increased for strong dataprocessing capabilities, low power consumption, and robust
bending stability.[39] Neuromorphic sensors that integrate
sensing, memory, and processing functions together can greatly
reduce high power consumption caused by physical separation
of each functional component in conventional artificial intelligence systems.[40,41] Through moving the computation tasks to
the sensory terminals, we can eliminate the data transfer within
in-sensor computing architecture consisting of neuromorphic
sensors, and then greatly shorten the latency. Recently, several
flexible UV sensors, which integrated sensing and memory
functions, have been investigated.[42–44] However, these devices
still have considerable margins for improvement of some performance aspects, such as retention and bending tolerance.[45,46]
Besides, these works on flexible neuromorphic UV sensors are
limited to static image processing, while the extraction and
detection of motion targets based on neuromorphic sensors
remain unexplored.
In this work, we present a prototype neuromorphic UV
sensor with good flexibility and bending stability based on a
VO2/mica heterostructure. The photoinduced nonvolatile phase
transition of VO2 films bestows the neuromorphic sensors
with good multilevel storage and retention characteristics. The
nonvolatile phase transition can be reversibly regulated using
electrolyte gating. The proposed UV neuromorphic sensors
exhibit high tolerance to bending deformation, and the optical
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2022, 2203074

response remains almost unchanged even after 10 000 bending
cycles or at a 3 mm bending radius. Moreover, we construct
an artificial neural network (ANN) to realize static image processing. The image recognition rate on the Modified National
Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) handwritten
database reaches 93%, and the variation range under different
bending conditions is only 1.6%, which is similar to the error
caused by the neural network itself during the training process. Motion detection and recognition are also demonstrated
through an in-sensor computing architecture consisting of the
proposed devices.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Photoinduced Nonvolatile Phase Transition in Flexible VO2
Films
High-quality vdW epitaxial VO2 films were deposited on mica
substrates through pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique.
More details on the film growth process are given in the
“Experimental Section.” The high-resolution reciprocal spatial
mapping (RSM) was used to confirm the crystalline quality
of the VO2/mica heterostructure and its epitaxial relationship
(Figure 1a). The result reveals that, in addition to mica (003) and
(004) peaks, the film presents only a VO2 (020) peak without
any impurity phase or other crystal orientations. The epitaxial
relationships consistent with previous reports are determined
as VO2 (010) || mica (001); VO2 (100), (001), and (101) || mica
(100); and VO2 (102), (201), and (101) || mica (010).[34,47] This
result indicates that the VO2 film is strain free. We first investigated the effect of the illumination wavelength on the flexible
VO2 film. As shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information), the
film exhibits a significant nonvolatile modulation only under
UV exposure, while no memory effect is observed in visible
wavelengths. To further study the mechanism behind the nonvolatile modulation under UV irradiation, we carried out characterization measurements for a series of VO2 films irradiated
with various UV exposure durations.
Figure 1b shows temperature-dependent resistance (R–T)
curves in VO2 films. The light intensity was fixed at 3.5 W cm−2.
The film without UV illumination exhibited typical thermal
hysteresis with a resistance change by three orders of magnitude. The thermal hysteresis may be ascribed to the lattice
incompatibility between transformed and parent phases.[48] As
the exposure duration increased, the insulator–metal phase
transition was gradually suppressed, and the resistance stabilized in the metallic state even below the transition temperature
after 42 h irradiation. The giant nonvolatile modulation of VO2
under strong light intensity is helpful to study the underlying
mechanism during the photoinduced phase transition. Accompanied with the change in resistance, a pronounced optical
switching in the infrared region was also observed during the
phase-transition process (Figure 1c). In the initial state, the VO2
film performed high transmittance in the infrared band and
reached a peak of 63% at 2250 nm at room temperature, while
it decreased significantly under UV irradiation. The transmittance reduced to a minimum value of 12% after 42 h of illumination. Since the infrared spectrum of VO2 is sensitive to
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Figure 1. High-quality VO2/mica film and photoinduced nonvolatile phase transition. a) RSM of VO2 film grown on the mica substrate. b) Temperaturedependent resistance curves. c) Transmittance spectra at room temperature, d) V L-edge and O K-edge XAS curves and e) Raman spectra in VO2 film
under 3.5 W cm−2 UV irradiation for different times.

the density of carriers, that is, the absorption and reflection
increased with the increasing of carrier concentration, the dramatic decrease of the transmittance also indicated the transition
in electrical properties of VO2 film. The evolution of electronic
structure during the UV irradiation process was further investigated using the X-ray absorption spectrum (XAS) (Figure 1d).
The V–L peaks shifted toward the low photon energy direction
with increasing the exposure duration, reflecting that the V4+
transformed toward a lower valence state. Besides, the value
of t2g/eg at the O K-edge spectrum decreased significantly
due to the gradually filled of d// and π* orbitals by electrons.
The decrease of t2g intensity in O K-edge can be attributed to
the increase of oxygen vacancies,[49] which may be induced by
UV irradiation.
Raman spectroscopy was employed to explore the change
in the lattice structure (Figure 1e). The as-grown VO2 film
exhibited a typical monoclinic structure belonging to the P21/c
space group (M1 phase).[50–53] Raman peaks locate at 146, 196
(Ag), 228 (Ag), 261 (Bg), 314 (Ag), 340 (Ag), 393 (Ag), 443 (Bg),
500 (Bg), 618 (Ag), and 673 cm−1 (Bg). As the UV illumination
duration increased, the strength of M1 phonon mode was gradually reduced, and finally transformed to a featureless luminescence. The rise of luminescence background (the position
pointed by the arrow) reflects the formation of metallic rutile
domains.[50,54] The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns further confirm that the structural phase transition existed during the UV
modulation process (Figure S2, Supporting Information). The
VO2 peak shifted to the low-angle region, revealing the transiAdv. Funct. Mater. 2022, 2203074

tion from (020)M to (200)R family peaks.[55] The transformation
can be attributed to the effect of oxygen vacancies. The calculation result showed that the vacancy formation energy is about
3.33 eV when removing one oxygen atom at the surface of the
slab in VO2 films.[56] This value can be reduced to 2.9 eV by
strain engineering.[57] UV light with photon energy higher than
this value can produce oxygen vacancies, leading to nonvolatile
phase transition, while visible light with lower photon energy
can only achieve volatile modulation.
2.2. Flexible Sensors with Optoelectronic Transistor Structure
A large-scale VO2 film (40 mm × 40 mm) was grown and fabricated into a flexible optoelectronic transistor array (Figure 2a).
The schematic of a single device is shown in Figure S3a (Supporting Information). We adopted a droplet ionic liquid as the
dielectric layer, which covered both the VO2 channel and the
gate-terminal electrode. There are many inorganic solid-state
electrolytes such as porous silica[58] and GdOx,[59,60] which can
achieve the same gating effect. The devices exhibited Ohmic
contact between source and drain electrodes (Figure S3b,
Supporting Information). More fabrication details are given
in the “Experimental Section.” The transfer curve (Figure S4,
Supporting Information) exhibits a typical hysteresis loop by
sweeping VG from 2.5 to −3 V. This result indicates that the
channel current could be reversibly switched between low and
high nonvolatile states.[61] We randomly selected 100 devices to
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Figure 2. Device performance on flexible mica substrates. a) A photograph of a 3 × 3 device array on a 40 mm × 40 mm mica substrate. b) I–V curves
of 100 devices randomly selected from the device array (inset: resistance histogram of the devices). c) Statistical diagram of current variation of selected
devices after UV irradiation (150 mW cm−2 for 100 s). The fitting curve is a Gaussian function. d) Intensity-dependent plasticity under 100 s UV irradiation. e) ID as a function of time after 500 s of UV exposure under 300 mW cm−2. f) Retention characteristics after 2 h exposure under 1 W cm−2 at
different bending conditions. During the measurements, bending radius is 6 mm, and bending cycles are 100 and 10 000 times.

examine the device-to-device variation (Figure 2b). I–V curve
distribution of the devices is relatively concentrated, reflecting
uniformity of flexible VO2 film. The statistical distribution histogram of the optical response shows that after exposure to
UV light (150 mW cm−2 for 100 s), 76% of the devices have a
nonvolatile current change greater than 3 nA (Figure 2c). Since
the device states can be programmed by UV illumination, the
basic features of synaptic plasticity were simulated to emulate
learning and memory functions. Nonvolatile modulation and
good stability of the channel current (ID) were observed after
100 s of UV irradiation under different light intensities with a
monitored voltage of 50 mV (Figure 2d). Figure S5 (Supporting
Information) shows that the nonvolatile current change can
also be programmed by increasing the illumination duration.
Moreover, nonvolatile multilevel conductance states can be realized by varying the pulse number and pulse width (Figure S6,
Supporting Information). To further confirm this behavior, we
stimulated the device using a series of UV light pulses with
a fixed light intensity and pulse width (Figure S7, Supporting
Information). It was found that the nonvolatile current change
linearly depends on the UV dose. UV dose can be calculated
by the following equation: UV dose (mJ cm−2) = UV intensity
(mW cm−2) × Exposure time (s). During the reset process,
electrolyte gating was utilized to make the device return to its
initial state by inserting oxygen ions to the irradiated VO2−δ
films.[62] Particularly, the large electric double-layer capacitance
generated during the electrolyte gating process can lower the
applied gating voltage, and thereby reduce energy consumption.[61,63] Then, we combined UV irradiation and electrolyte
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2022, 2203074

gating to achieve reversible nonvolatile multilevel control of
VO2 films. Under UV irradiation, oxygen could be capable of
releasing from the VO2 film due to its low activation energy,[35]
thus leading a transition from insulator monoclinic phase to
metallic rutile phase. Electrolyte gating with negative VG could
insert O2− into VO2 through hydrolysis reaction[62] and drive
the VO2 film to its initial state. Therefore, reversible nonvolatile phase transformation can be achieved through the extraction/injection of the O2−. The reversible modulation of optical
writing and electrical erasing indicated good stability at each
state, and the channel current remained constant for at least
3600 s (Figure S8, Supporting Information).
Then, we investigated the flexibility and mechanical stability
by testing the optical response under different bending radii
and after different bending cycles, respectively. Here, the calculation equation for bending radii is given in Note S1 (Supporting Information). Figure 2e shows similar relaxation time
and nonvolatile current change after the removal of UV light
under various bending states, indicating that the device still has
a photoinduced nonvolatile phase transition in the bent state.
We measured the device under a bending radius of 6 mm,
and 100/10 000 times bending cycles. The retention characteristics at different bending conditions were measured after
a 2 h UV exposure with an intensity of 1 W cm−2 (Figure 2f).
The result indicated that ID changed more than two orders of
magnitude to a high-current state after UV irradiation, while
the switching ratios and retention characteristics at different
bent states maintain nearly consistent with those at the flat
state. The photoinduced phase transition of VO2 is marginally
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affected by its bending deformation, which lays the foundation
for the realization of wearable and flexible electronic devices.
Compared with the previous work, the flexible VO2 device has
good reversible regulation in synaptic function and mechanical
stability (Table S1, Supporting Information).
2.3. Bending Tolerance of Device
We further studied the temperature dependence of resistance in flexible VO2 films under various bending conditions
(Figure 3a,b). A photograph of this bending equipment is
shown in the inset of Figure 3a. During the measurements, the
flexible VO2 heterostructure was fixed on the copper bar and
could be bent to any states. The measurement under bending

deformation was performed with bending radii of 7, 4, and
3 mm, respectively. We examined bending cyclability for 50,
150, and 500 times with a bending radius of 6 mm, respectively.
The R–T curves of VO2 film exhibited no significant variation
under different bending radii and after different bending cycles
compared with that in a flat state. It proved that the electronic
structure of VO2 preset negligible change during the bending
process. We measured the morphological evolution of the VO2
films under different exposure times and bending cycles using
an atomic force microscope (AFM), as shown in Figure S9 (Supporting Information). It can be seen that the UV irradiation
shows almost no effect on the surface morphological evolution
of the VO2 films, while bending deformation makes the film
surface slightly rough. In addition, we utilized the Raman spectrum to investigate the effect of bending states on the lattice

Figure 3. Mechanical flexibility. Temperature-dependent resistance curves of VO2 film under a) different bending radii (7, 4, 3 mm, respectively) and
b) different numbers of bending cycles (50, 150, 500, respectively). The inset is a photograph of the bending equipment. c) LTP and LTD of VO2/
mica device under initial and bent states by applying 64 optical pulses (50 mW cm−2 5 s) and 64 VG pulses (voltage ranging from −0.4 to −1.03 V,
4 s). d) Pulse-switching characteristics under different bending conditions with optical potentiation (250 mW cm−2 for 10 s) and electrical depression
(−3 V for 10 s). The maximum and minimum points of ID during the writing/erasing operation were extracted.
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structure (Figure S10, Supporting Information). The phononmode frequencies of M1 phase do not exhibit any movement,
indicating that the VO2 maintained in the insulating monoclinic
phase. The robustness of VO2 in electronic and structural properties under different bending conditions can be attributed to
thin mica in thickness ≈0.01 mm due to its atomic-level peeling
characteristic. Since the tensile strain can be given by the ratio
of the whole sample’s thickness to the bending radius,[3,64] a
3 mm bending radius only induced a strain of ≈0.17%, far less
than the strain limit of the VO2 films.[51]
To implement practical application in flexible neuromorphic
sensors, it is essential to ensure stable synaptic functions under
mechanical deformation conditions. We evaluated the long-term
synaptic plasticity, including long-term potentiation (LTP) and
long-term depression (LTD), under flat and different bending
conditions (Figure 3c). We applied 64 continuous optical pulses
to emulate LTP (pulse intensity of 50 mW cm−2 a duration of
5 s), while 64 VG pulses (voltage varying from −0.4 to −1.03 V,
a duration of 4 s) were applied to the gate electrode to emulate LTD. We optimized the linearity of LTD by adjusting the
negative VG from −0.4 to −1.03 V. The result demonstrates that
our device presented continuously adjustable nonvolatile states
no matter in which bending deformation. LTP/LTD behaviors
in the six bending states were basically consistent with those
in the flat state, confirming good bending tolerance of the
device. In addition, pulse switching characteristics between the
high- and low-current states under various bending conditions
were measured by optical set (light intensity of 250 mW cm−2
a duration of 10 s) and electrical reset (voltage of −3 V, a duration of 10 s), as shown in Figure 3d. The bistable switching can
be further demonstrated by extending the number of cycles to
100 times (Figure S11, Supporting Information). It is shown
that the on/off states are maintained without significant degradation, and the switching characteristics performed ignor-

able variation after different bent treatment. In brief, these features indicate that our device has mechanically stable synaptic
functions.
2.4. Multifunction Processing and Motion Detection
Next, we fabricated a 3 × 3 array composed by VO2-based flexible neuromorphic devices, and tested the image perception
and storage capability under different bending conditions to
simulate different wearable states, as shown in Figure 4. The
same images of letter “I” were written using 100 mW cm−2
UV irradiation, where each VO2 transistor corresponding to
one image pixel. The letters were recorded by measuring the
change of channel current before UV stimulus, under a 500 s
UV stimulus, and 300 s after UV light removal. We also tested
the retention characteristic after another 300 s. Although the
decrease of ΔID was observed after removing the light stimulus,
the device array performed a nonvolatile feature to UV image
for a long while. The different devices exhibited similar variation of ID, indicating that the array had slightly device-to-device
variation. Besides, the nonvolatile behavior of neuromorphic
sensor array remained almost unchanged under different
bending deformations.
In order to explore the applicability of the proposed devices
in bioinspired neuromorphic visual system, a typical ANN
was established for testing the MNIST database.[65] It is worth
mentioning that the whole system had a near-sensor computing architecture, which allowed an original image with
28 × 28 pixels to be sensed and memorized by the sensor
unit. Such independent nonvolatile storage of input information enables this system to easily achieve multifunction processing simultaneously, such as pattern classification and
edge enhancement (Figure 5a). For pattern classification, the

Figure 4. Image recognition and memorization of device array under various bending conditions. Under three bending states, the letter “I” was successfully written after 500 s of light exposure. The image information existed for 300 s after light removal, and this nonvolatile channel current was
continuously retained with almost unchanged for 600 s. Letters were written using 100 mW cm−2 UV light, and the change in the original channel current
signal (ΔID) was represented using color. The three bending states corresponded to bending radii of 9 and 6 mm, and bending numbers for 500 cycles.
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Figure 5. Pattern recognition and motion detection. a) Schematic diagram of the near-sensor computing architecture for multitasking, including the
recognition of MNIST dataset and edge-enhancement processing. Two Sobel convolution kernels were used for vertical and horizontal edge detections,
respectively, and the Laplace convolution kernel was used to detect edges in all directions. Overlapping diagrams of LTP/LTD processes of the device
under b) different bending radii (R=12, 9, 6 mm, respectively) and c) after different bending cycles (50, 150, 500 times). The recognition accuracy of
the ANN classifier under d) different bending radii and e) after different bending cycles. f) Illustration of motion detection based on the mentioned
device arrays.

image information could be read out from the sensor unit by
voltage and passed to the ANN classifier, which is a two-layer
fully connected network. In such an ANN classifier, the devices
were used as interlayer connections between neurons, which
weighted the output values of the previous layer to the next
layer. The LTP and LTD properties of the synaptic devices were
used to imitate the plasticity of synapses, and the training of
ANN was achieved through the back-propagation algorithm.[66]
In addition, the image information memorized by sensor units
could also be processed simultaneously by other functional
modules, such as the edge-enhancement module. The edge
enhancement is an image-processing method that can highlight specific edge information while weakening other information. It is often used to identify different object types and
delineate their distribution ranges. To demonstrate that, three
typical convolution kernels were constructed based on the tunable nonvolatile conductance state of the device to perform
edge enhancement simultaneously, which includes two Sobel
convolution kernels for vertical and horizontal edge detection
and one Laplace convolution kernel for edge detection in all

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2022, 2203074

directions. The detailed operation processes of the ANN classifier and edge enhancement are given in Figure S12 and Note S2
(Supporting Information). To evaluate the performance of the
classifier under different bending conditions, LTP/LTD and recognition accuracy were selected as performance metrics. The
effects of different bending radii (12, 9, and 6 mm; Figure 5b,d)
and different numbers of bending cycles (50, 150, and 500;
Figure 5c,e) on device performance were investigated, respectively. Figure 5b,c shows good bending stability for the LTP/
LTD processes. The recognition accuracy was also stable under
bending conditions (Figure 5d,e), remaining at ≈90% with a
variation range of only 1.6%. It should be noted that such a variation range is similar to the error caused by the neural network
itself during the training process.
Compared with Von Neumann and near-sensor computing
architectures, in-sensor computing architecture has more efficient information processing capabilities. The sensory information could be directly processed by multiple connected sensors, which further eliminates the interface between the sensor
and processor and combines the sensing and computing
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functions.[41] Due to the great reduction of massive information
transmission and interaction, power consumption and latency
of this architecture will be highly suppressed, and thus it will
perform well in time-critical application fields.[67] Here, we proposed a system with an in-sensor computing architecture on
the flexible devices to demonstrate motion detection with UV
information extraction for the first time, as shown in Figure 5f
and Table S1 (Supporting Information). In this real-time application, the scene used for motion detection was a video of a
polar bear rolling (Video S1, Supporting Information), in which
two device arrays were, respectively, used to perceive images at
time t and t+Δt. It is worth noting that in the visible band, there
is almost no difference between the polar bear and the environment, which means that it is very difficult to extract the motion
information of the polar bear. Interestingly, the hollow hairs of
polar bears allow UV light to pass along the core of the hair and
convert it into heat.[68] Therefore, they have a high UV absorption rate, which means that the brightness of a polar bear in
the UV light band will be significantly lower than that of the
surroundings. Based on this, the strong response of the device
to UV light allowed us to conceptually demonstrate the motion
detection of a polar bear in snow. After sensing with the device
arrays, the UV light signals in the memorized graphs were significantly enhanced, while the visible light signals were almost
completely suppressed, which allowed the polar bear’s outline
to be clearly distinguished from the surroundings (Video S2,
Supporting Information). Subsequently, the memorized graphs
were passed into a differential amplifier for frame difference
calculation. If there was no movement during Δt, the brightness of all pixels in the output image will be close to zero. On
the contrary, if there was a moving object, the output image
will contain the information of moving object during the two
moments. When the Δt is equal to one frame, that is, the step
is 1; the result of the motion detection can be seen in Video S3
(Supporting Information). Moreover, by increasing the number
of interval frames, we can clearly distinguish the contours of
the moving objects in the initial and final images. The conceptual demonstrations of pattern classification, edge enhancement, and motion detection suggest that the proposed flexible
device can be used for both static and dynamic recognitions,
and thus has great potential for near- and in-sensor computing.

flexible VO2 UV neuromorphic sensors offers a promising solution for efficient flexible pattern recognition and motion detection systems, and lays the foundation of flexible electronics
with neuromorphic functions and superior flexibility.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Preparation: The VO2 (≈20 and 100 nm) thin films were
grown on a (001) mica substrate using an XeCl excimer pulsed laser
deposition at a wavelength of 308 nm, a repetition rate of 3 Hz, and an
energy density of about 1 J cm−2 The VO2/mica films were conducted in
a flowing oxygen atmosphere at 580 °C under a pressure of 1.0 Pa and
were cooled down to room temperature at a rate of 20 °C min−1. The
deposition rate of VO2 film was calibrated using X-ray reflection.
Device Fabrication: The VO2 thin films were patterned into channels
with coplanar gate structure by standard lithography and Ar-ion beam
etching. The effective device area is 50 μm × 180 μm. Pt electrodes
with a thickness of 90 nm were deposited on VO2/mica films by radio
frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering. This was carried out with an RF
power of 100 W, a flow rate of 100 sccm Ar, and a working pressure
of 5 mTorr. The distance between the gate electrode and the channel
was 10 µm. The ionic liquid was used as the dielectric layer for the
transistor. By dropping an ionic liquid N,N-diethyl-N-(2-methoxyethyl)N-methylammoniumbis-(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)-imide (DEME-TFSI)
on the channel and gate electrodes, the transistor device was completed.
Material Characterization: The XRD pattern of the VO2/mica film
was measured by using a Rigaku Smartlab instrument with a 2θ range
from 20° to 90°, and a step of 0.05°. XAS was performed using the total
electron yield method at a background vacuum of 6 × 10−7 Torr. Raman
spectra were analyzed by using an alpha300 R microscope under 532 nm
laser excitation.
Device Measurement: All electrical characteristics were measured
in vacuum at room temperature with a Keithley 4200 semiconductor
parameter analyzer at a Lakeshore probe station, with the source drain
voltage being fixed at 50 mV. The optoelectronic measurements were
carried out using an ultraviolet laser with a wavelength of 375 nm.
During this experiment, continuous laser equipped with a mechanical
shutter was utilized to achieve UV optical pulses.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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